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24. Some Metrical Theorems on a Set of Points.

By Masatsugu TsuJI.
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. YosI., J,., March 12, 1943.}

In his note we will prove some theorems on measurable sets of
point.

Theorem I. Let E be a measurable set in an n-dimensional space.
We translate E by a vector r and E/r be th translated set. Then

lim nE(E/r)=mE. (i)
Irl->0

W.H. Yodng proved the case n= 1.
Proof. We prove the case n=2; the other case can be proved

similarly. Let E be a measurable set on the zy-plane and (z, y) be
its characteristic function, then e(x-h, y-k) is the characteristic func-
tion of E-t-r, where (h, k) are the components of r, so that r=(h,k),
Jr v/-k.

(i) First we assume mE< o. Then

E(E+ r) )( , ),
o ha

Since by Lebesgue’s theorem2,

lim II (-h, y-k)-(, y),ddy=O
hl+kO

we have lira mE(E+r) =mE.
Irl-0

(ii) If E--, le E Be a bounded ub-e of E, such
N < . Then by (i), or any r, sueh ha r ’ E(E+r)

NE _,_N o tha (+r)__>E(E+r) >--.__ Since N can be

tken arbitrarily large, we have lira (E-l-r)=, q. e. d.
Irl-0

lira E(E+r) (E-E). ()
Irl-0

1) W.H. Young" On a class of parametric integrals and their application in the
theory of Fourier series. Proe. Royal Soc. (London) A 8 (1911).

2) Lebesgue- Lecons sur les .ries trigonomtriques, p. 15.
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Proof. We prove the case n=2. Let E, and E. be measurable
sets on the zy-plane and l(x, y), 2(x,y) be the characteristic functions
of E, and E respectively and r=(h, k).

(i) We first assume mE.< o. Then

m(E"E,.)= I_.. I_..(, y).(, y)ddy
mE(E/) y).(x-h, y-k)dxdy

so that

Hence fom we have lim mE(E+r)=m(E.E).
(ii) If mE , then mE(E+) m(E-r)E, that this

ru (i), q. e. d.
Hence we put (h, k)=mE(E+r), then (h, k) is a continuo

function of (h, b).
Rerk. Them is not e, if mE=, mE=. To

this, we ke for E the upr half-plane y 0 and for E the lower
half-plane y g 0. Then m(E.E)=O. If we tnsla E in the dir-
ton of the pifive y-h, and let E+y the transla t. Then
mE(E+U)= for any y

sce and mE O, mE O. Th we can trahte E itably,h

mE(E+to) > 0. (3)

Fkiya) prov the case n= 1.
f. We prove the c n=2. t E and E murable
on the -plane and O(x, y), (x, y) the chrisfic functions

of E and E rgvely and r=(h, k).
(i) Fimt we ume mE , mE . Then by Thrum II,

h, y-k)dxdy

is a connuous function of (h, k), that by Fubini’s threm,

ii(’ y)dy I-5i"(h’ k)dhdk=mE,.mE,

Hence ,)=mE(E+Q 0 for a mimble r0=(, ko).
(ii) In the general c, we rake d su E of E

and E of E, such that OmE, OmE, then by (i),

3) M. Fukamiya Sur une proprit des ensembles measurables. Sci. Rep. Tohoku
Imp. Univ. 24 (1935).
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mE(E+ro) ::> 0 for a suitable to= (ho, ko), so that reEl(E2
mg[(E/ to) > 0, q.e.d.

Theorem IV (Steinhaus)4. Let E be a measurable set in an n-
dimensional spacv and mE O. Let a e E, b e E. We translate the

vector ab, such that its initial point a coincides with the origin of the
coordinates and r(a, b) be the translated vector. Let Eo be the set of
end points of r(a, b). Then Eo contains a certain n-dimensional sphere
about, the origin.

Proof. By Theorem I, for any vector r, such that
mE(E+r)O, so that E(E+r).0. Hence there are two points,
a e E, b=a+r e E, so that Eo contains a sphere of radius p about the
origin, q.e.d.

Theorem V (Steinhaus)). Let E1 and E. be meazurable sets in an
n-dimensional space and mE O, mE2 0 and Eo be the set of end
points of r(a, b), where a e E, b e E2. Then Eo contains a certain n-
dimensio sphere.

Proof. By Theorem III, mE(E.+o) > 0 for some ro (h, ko). Let
E’ E(E,.+) and E be the set of end points of (a, b), where a E’,
b zE’. Then by Theorem IV, E contains a certain n-dimensional
sphere K of radius p about the origin. Hence for any , such that
< p, there are two points a E’, b=a+ z E’. Since a

there exists a point al e E., such that a=a+o, so that alb r+
Hence Eo contains a sphere K+ro, q.e.d.

Theorem VI. Let E and E_ be measurable sets in an n-dimensional
apace and mE=mE. Then we can decompose E and E2, such that

E e(,)+l, el) E. 40,+] e’)
-I -1

where reel) O, me) 0 and el) is congruent with e() by a translation.
Fukamiyae) proved the case n= 1.

Proof. We prove the case n=2. Let .E and E2 be measurable
sets on the xy-plane.

(i) First we assume that E and E2 are bounded, so that E and
E. are contained in a square" xl < L, y l<: L. Let ol(x, y), o2(x, y)
be the characteristic functions of E and E. respectively and =(h, k)
be such a vector, that hl 2L, [kl 2L. We put

h,y-k)dxdy

Since o(x, y)=O for ]xl L, ]YI L, we have by Fubini’s theorem,

i2_iL i:Lh(h, k)dhdk=i i-o’(x’ y)dxdyiL i-L2(x- h, y-k)dhdk

I_. I:(x, y)dxdy I_ I_T2(h,k)dhdk--mE,mE2--(mE,) (4)

4), 5) Steinhaus" Sur les distances des points des ensembles de measure positive.
Fund. Math. 1 (1920), Rademacher: Jber einc Eigenschaft von messbaren
positiven Masses. Jahresbericht d. D. M.V. 30 (!921).

6) M. Fukamiya, 1. c. 3).
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Let M=Max. (h,k) for hl 2L, kl 2L, then (4L)2M::> (mE1)2,

or M> (mE)
(4L)2

so that there exists a vector r0=(ho, ko), such that

(h, ko)=mE(E2+ to) > (mEff We put
(4L)

{11)=El(E2--0) eDffiEI(E2- 10)-10, }) F--,ev " E--e
()

Then e) is congruent with e by a translation ro and

mE1) mED mE- (mE) (6)
(4L)

If mEID=> 0, then we apply the same operation on ) and 1 and
obtain E2), E2), e2, e2), such that e) is eongruent with e2’ and

)=)=<’- (’) (7)
(4L)

Repeating the similar operations, after n steps, we obtain E),
e), ), where e) is congruent with e by a tion and

)=’=<-’- (E-’)" (8)
(4L)

Since mE’ decks with n, let d--fire mE", then we have from

(8), d_d d2
(4L)_,

so that d=limmE’*)=O.,,_ Hence if we put e)--
lira ), e) lira E), we have

E=e’+e F=e)+, e) (9)

where me)=0, me)=0, and e) is congruent with e)by a trans-
lation.

(ii) In the general case, let mE=mE=,y (y0), where we
n--1

take y=l, if mE=mE.--oo. Then we can decompose E and
into bounded sub-sets, E and E2), such that

E , E= (0)
-1 -1

where m)=mE)=y. To see this, let Q :! I L, YI L be a
square and we determine L, so that mEIQ=y+ +7,, and put E
E(Q,,-Q_I). Then mE)=y and E=]E). Similarly we have

E.=?, ), mE)=, Since by (i), we can decompose E) and
--1

into congruent sub-sets, we can decompose E and E into congruent
sub-sets as stated in the Theorem, q. e. d.


